
 

Facebook rolling out 'smart lists' of friends
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The Facebook website is displayed on a laptop computer. Facebook on Tuesday
introduced "smart lists" that automatically sort friends into categories and
prioritize news from those dearest to members of the world's largest online social
network.

Facebook on Tuesday introduced "smart lists" that automatically sort
friends into categories and prioritize news from those dearest to
members of the world's largest online social network.

The rollout of smart lists commences on Wednesday and comes as rival
Google+ seeks to win over users by providing sharing in "circles" that
mirror real-world social groups such as family, friends, and co-workers.

"This is really something we have been working on for four years,"
Facebook director of product management Blake Ross said as he gave
AFP a preview of smart lists.
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"We think this is the way people will make lists going forward," he
continued.

Facebook began in 2007 letting members individually sort friends into
lists for targeted sharing of comments, photos and other digitized
snippets of life.

The smart lists feature spares Facebook users the tedium of creating lists
by automatically putting friends into groups, with the first four
categories being work, school, family and city.

"It is silly for you to spend a Saturday afternoon categorizing your
friends on Facebook," Ross said. "We want to make it as easy as possible
to organize your friends."

Smart lists are created and updated based on information people consent
to share with friends on Facebook, according to Ross.

"Smart lists take all the pain out of organizing friends on Facebook,"
Ross said, noting that the feature was optional. "You can always add to
or remove people from a smart list after Facebook makes a
recommendation."

Smart lists start out by mining profiles of friends to figure out details
such as ages or colleges attended to create lists of likely current or
former classmates.

The city category will categorize by designated regions, since friends
who live near one another might reside in different towns.

Facebook will also let each member create a list of people who are
"closer to them than anyone else in the world," according to Ross.
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News from friends in that list is given high-priority delivery.

People can also get separate Facebook news feeds based on lists.

"I think my friends love me, but I don't know if they want to hear about
my baby every time it takes another step," Ross said.

"This lets people take slices of life and share them with different
audiences," he continued.

Facebook will also let members list "acquaintances" whose posts they
don't want to see very often.

"Facebook is used by more than 750 million people worldwide, and just
like in the real world you are friends with a diverse group of people,"
Blake said.

"We heard from users that it is hard to talk to all these people at one
time, and maybe harder to hear from them at one time," he added.

Facebook last month announced other improvements aimed at letting
users be more selective about who gets to see what they post at the social
network.

The moves follow the successful launch of an online social network by
Internet titan Google. Google+ social network has won legions of fans by
allowing people to share content based on which "circles" friends fall
into.

Google is a latecomer to social networking but its new site, Google+, has
grown rapidly to more than 10 million members since its launch on June
28 although questions have been raised recently as to how active its users
are.
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In unveiling Google+, Google stressed the ability it gives users to
separate online friends and family into different "Circles," or networks,
and to share information only with members of a particular circle.

One of the criticisms of Facebook has been that updates are shared with
all of one's friends unless a user has gone through a relatively
complicated process to create separate Facebook Groups.

While Google+ may be the fastest-growing social network ever, it
remains to be seen whether it can pose a serious threat to the social
networking titan Facebook.

Google has a billion users worldwide that could be drawn into the
California-based Internet giant's social network.
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